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A Collocation-i/ '-Galerkin Method for
Some Elliptic Equations
By Mitsuhiro Nakao
Abstract. A collocation-//"'-Galerkin
method is defined for some elliptic boundary value
problems on a rectangle. The method uses tensor products of discontinuous piecewise
polynomial spaces and collocation based on Jacobi points with weight function >c2(l - x)2.
Optimal order of L2 rates of convergence is established for the approximation solution. A
numerical example which confirms these results is presented.

1. Introduction. In this paper we define and analyze a collocation-//"'-Galerkin
method, for some elliptic equations on a rectangular domain in two-dimensional
Euclidean space. The method uses tensor products of discontinuous piecewise
polynomial spaces as the trial functions family.
The //"'-Galerkin method was introduced by Rachford and Wheeler [8] for the
numerical solution of the two-point boundary value problem. Later Douglas, Dupont,
Rachford and Wheeler [6] applied this scheme to the elliptic boundary value
problem on a unit square, and derived optimal L2 and L°° error estimates. The
collocation-Galerkin method, which is a mixed scheme of a collocation method and
an L2-Galerkin method, was first introduced by Diaz and in [2] he obtained optimal
error estimates for the two-point boundary value problem. Also, in [3] Diaz applied
the scheme to the Poisson equation and established optimal order L2 estimates. For
elliptic equations, Wheeler [9] proposed a collocation-L2-Galerkin method with
interior penalties and derived optimal L2 estimates. That method uses discontinuous
trial function spaces, but not tensor products, similar to that of the present paper.
On the collocation-//"'-Galerkin
method, Dunn and Wheeler [5] obtained some
optimal

estimation

results

for the two-point

boundary

value problem.

Diaz [4]

extended those results to one space dimensional parabolic problems. Using similar
ideas, Archer and Diaz described in [1] a discontinuous collocation-Galerkin scheme
for a first order hyperbolic initial boundary value problem. On the other hand,
Percell and Wheeler [7] reported about a collocation method using C' approximation
spaces for elliptic equations.
In the following sections, we define a collocation-//"'-Galerkin
method for the
boundary value problem: Lu = Au + qu = fon a rectangular domain with u = 0 on
the boundary, and establish optimal order L2 error estimates. Finally, we present
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some results of computational experiments comparing this method with the collocation-L2-Galerkin method in [3]. In the error analysis we reduce the problem to a
one-dimensional case but do not intend to use the existing estimation results. That
is, this paper is essentially self-contained.
2. The Problem and Notations. Let £ be a bounded open set in an «-dimensional
Euclidean space (« = 1 or 2). For any integer s > 0, we denote the usual Sobolev
space of order s by HsiE), i.e., HsiE) is the completion of C°°iE) under the norm
/

Nk(£)=

2

\'/2

I Y \\Dau\\L2(E)\,

where a are multi-integers and ||w||Í2(£) = }e\u\2 dx.
Consider the following elliptic boundary value problem on a rectangular domain

(1)

Lu = Au + qu=f,

in/?,

u = 0, on aR,
where R = (0,1) X (0,1) and A = 32/o\x2 + 32/3j2. Assume that q e H2iR) and
given/ e L2iR), (1) has a unique solution.
Let 8: 0 = x0 < xx < ■• ■ < x„= 1, be a quasi-uniform partition of / = (0,1).
Also let f = (*,•_,, x,), hi = x¡ - x,_i, h = maxUÍ<JVA,.andyk = xk, 0 < k < N.
For a positive integer r (> 2) and £ c /, let Pf(£) denote the set of polynomials
of degree at most r on E. Let
^i:x(8)

= {v:v\l^Pr(ll),l^i^N},

9^(5) = 9T, nC*(/)n//<](/),

forA:>0,

Zrk(S)
= Jo:o e 9lt;,-^(jc,.)= 0,0 < 1< #,0 <; < *J,
9IL(fi)= 9H:,(ô)®9H:1(Ô),
91(5) = 9)f¡+2(S) ® 91t;+2(6).
Usually, we shall suppress the dependency on the partition in these notations. The
following partition into direct sum is immediately obtained by the fact that 91t^¡+2=

Z[+1 © 911*
91=91, ©9l2©9l3©9t4,
where 91, = Z[+2 ® Z[+2, 9t2 = Z[+2 9 91t], 9l3 = 9H^ ® Z[+2 and 9L4 =

9H^®mi\.
3. A Collocation-//"'-Galerkin Method. Let a- (1 <y < r - 1) be zeros of the
Jacobi polynomial on / with weight function x2(l - x)2. We adopt as collocation

points the (r - l)2 points (xlJt ykl), 1 </', / < r - 1 on each subrectangle /, x Ik
which are the following affine transformations of of.
Xij = x¡_, + /i,a,,

yk, = yk_x + hko„

Now we define a collocation-//""'-Galerkin

1 < j, I < r - 1.

approximation to (1) by U e 9H

satisfying:
(2-i)

A/7(x,7, y^) 4- qixu,

ykl) U(xtJ ,yk,)=

f(xtJ■„ ykl),

1 < i, k < N, I </,/</■License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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(2-ii) f£¿uixdj, ti)o(ti)du + fyixu, n)o"(n)di,
+ fqixij,n)Uixij,T\)vitl)dt\

= jfixiJ,j])vir])dr},

UKJV.U/^r-l.ce

911],

(2-iii) ¡it- u(tt Ä/)0(i) #+jr^({, Ä/)o"({) rfí

+J^U,fluM«,ä/M«)</*
- ff ii, yu)vii)di,
1 ^k^N,
//

1 </<r-

1,og91L,,

{/(£, 7,)(Ao(£, 7}) + »7(1, 1j)0(É, T,)) i/^T,

(2-iv)

= jff(l,n)v(l,i\)dtdT\,

oe9l4.

In order to make the error estimates easy, we represent (2) in a semidiscrete
variational equation. First, as in [4], we define for a function <>defined on / and
V G Z\+2

r~'
</>(*„>(*„)
JX
<<*>,
«>(= Y h,o>j—7-T"
and <</>,
o> = E <*, »>,,
y=i

a/(l-Oy)

<-i

where w, are postiive constants determined by
r-l

(x2(l

■^

- x)2p(x)

dx=Y

7=1

<*jPi°j),

P e P2r_3(/).

Note that if <i>• v e P2r+,(/,), then

(3)

(4>,v)i=f*(x)v(x)dx.

Furthermore, for c>e 91L^+2

(4)

<*",*!> + 0",*2) <"(*',*').

where <f>
= <>,+ </>2
such that t>, e Z[+2 and cf>2
e 91t].
Next we define for the function \¡/defined on R and w e 91,,

(5)

«t//,iv»

= £

Y h¡kkUjU,——^-—-^-

.

Now, using the following unique partition for v e 91,
(6)

o = o, + o2 + 03 + 04,

«me9lm,

a semidiscrete bilinear form £(•,•) is defined as follows:

(7)

£it,v)

= ((L*,vx)) + f(LJ,v2)xdy

+ f(t,

Lxv3)ydx

+ f(), Lyv2)xdy + f(Lyt, o3>rdx + U, Lv4),
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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where ( • , • }x, ( • , • )„ mean discrete bilinear forms defined earlier with respect to x

and y, respectively, and ( •, •) implies the L2 inner product in R. Furthermore, let
32ti/

L^ = ^+2q^

1

d2\p

1

and Ly* = Y1 + 2q*'

In particular, when L = A, we denote £(•, •) by D(-, ■). Another bilinear form

fi\p,v)is definedby

fit, v) = «*,©,» + f(*, v2)xdy+ f(i¡,, v3)ydx+ U, o4).
Then it can be easily seen that (2) is equivalent to

(8)

tiU,v) = fif,v),

o«=9l.

Since 911and 91 are of the same dimension, existence of U satisfying (8) is equivalent
to uniqueness, but the uniqueness will immediately follow from the theorems in the
next section as it is required that h is sufficiently small except for L = A.
We now provide some well-known inequalities for later use. When <f>
e //2(/,), we

have ([4]and [5])

(9)

HA*W^cfAm^iUv.j + Ar^w^i,,),

and

(10)

Mr«)

< c(hY2Ux\\LH¡i)
+ A-1/2|k||z.></,))-

Also, let v ^ Psif) ® P,ilk) and p = /, X Ik. Then, by the quasi-uniformity assumption on the partition Ô,we have the following inverse properties [7]:

(11)

||u||l«(P)< c/r'Holl^ip),

and
(12)

||Vü||z.2(p) < Ch~x\\v\\L2(P)-

Here and throughout this paper, we use C to denote a generic constant not
necessarily the same in any two places. Also vm (1 < m < 4) denotes the mth
component of v in (6) unless otherwise stated.
4. Error Estimates.

4.1.For L = A.
Let P: H3il) -» 9H/, be a projection determined by the realtions
(g"-(Pg)",wx)=0,

ig-Pg,w2)

wx^Z[+2,

= 0,

w2g9H].

Since the definition of P is local, the following lemma is easily obtained from
elementary approximation theory.
Lemma 1. For any s such that 3 < s < r + 1, // g e Hsil¡), then there exists a
constant C > 0, independent ofh, such that
\\g - Pg\\n"V,) < Chs-m\\g\\Hs{Ii),

O^m^s.
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Using this lemma for i = 3 and m = 0, by the triangle inequality we obtain

Corollary

1. For any g g H3 if), we have

\\PghH.,)< c(\\g\\LHl¡)+ h^g\\HH¡l)).
For u G H6iR), let Pxu be the above projection of u in the x direction for each
fixedy. Similarly Pyu is defined. From the definition, we have PvPxu = PxPyu g 91L.
Now we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let 3 < s < r + 1 and u g Hs+3ip)for
constant C > 0, independent ofh, such that

p = /, X Ik. Then there exists a

||« - PyPxu\\Hm(p)
< Chs-m(\\u\\H'(P)+ Ä3Nk+3<p)),

0 < m < 5.

/'roo/. First, by Lemma 1, Corollary 1 and the property of the operator P, we have

I" - PvPx4lHp)<\\u- PAlHp) +\\P*U- PyPALi(p)
1/2

2

< Chs\\u\\H'(P) + Chs

E

3"

r,

\a = 0

dya

a=0

< oW ||ii||if(p,+ Y

/

lHp)

3aU

3>>a

a=0

<CAî(||«||//'(p)

\'/2\

3°M

chs{HI»'»*)
+ L
5

Í-2(P)/

+ h6Y
L2(P)

ß=0

da+?u

dxßdya

2

\

l/2\

L\p)

+ /l3||W||//-3(p)).

This implies that the lemma is valid for m = 0. Next, for m > 1, choosing Q g
?,.(/,) ® Prih) appropriately to approximate u (e.g., the //-projection of w),(12) and
the above inequality yield

II"- Pypxh-M
<II"- ßllw(P)
+llß- ^^«L-(p)
< Cfc*—||«|k(p)+ CA-"||ß - P,i»,«||Li(p,
< c(*'-"|«||iP(p)

+ h-m\\u - Q\\L2{P)+ h-m\\u - PyPxu\LH,,)

< Ch^m(\\u\\H^p)

+ /l3||M||//-'(p,),

which proves the lemma.
We now prove the following theorem which provides optimal order L2 error
estimates for u - U when L = A.
Theorem
u G Hr+4iR),

1. Let u and U be solutions to il) and (2), respectively, for L = A. //
then there exists a constant C > 0, independent ofh, such that

\\u - UWl^r) < Chr+ '(||M||ff'*'(j.) + A3||M||//'+«(jj)).

Proof. Let W = PyPxu, £ - « - IP and ij = {/ - W. Then from (1) and (8),

(13)

D(r1,v) = DU,v),

0 6 91.
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Let o g 91 satisfy vx , = -tj. Using (3) and (4) one can verify that
2

(14)

2

2

D(t], v) > \\vxxy\\Li(R)
+ IKJU«)

- l|vox.,||t2(Ä).

Next we estimate the right-hand side of ( 13). By the definition,

DU, v) = «txx, «,» + /<{„,

v2)xdy + f(i, v3xx)ydx + U, o4„)

+ «£,,- »1» + jT<«.°2,,>.x^ + f<t„> U3>r<**+ (*. %,v)
= ^ + Vy

where rx and p are the sums of first and last four terms, respectively.
We now estimate each term in vx separately. Let "51= {p: p = /, X Ik, 1 < /', k ^

N).
First, for any Q g 9H, we have

(15) «£.„»,» <CA2£ |IU^,p)lk,IL»,p)
Pe9

<CA2 £

dx2

p€Eft

+
/."(p)

(u-Q)

£(e-"'>

i-x(p)

>\\\L=(py

If we select Q appropriately to approximate u (e.g., local //-projection of u into9H),
then, by simple calculations using (9) and (10), we obtain

3 ;(u-Q)
9x

< CA'-2||ii||„'-(p,.
tw(p)

Hence, from (15), (11), (12) and Lemma 2,
(16)

««„,

o.» < CA2 £ (Ar-2||«||//-',p) + A"3||f2- Wll^(p,)A2||o,.v.xv||¿2(p)
peí«.

< CA4 £

(A-2||M||//-(p)

+ A"3||M-

W\\l\p))\\v1xJ\L2(p)

pG'l

»5 CAr+2(||M||w-'(«)

+ h3\\u\\H^\R))\\v]xxy\\L2(R).

Next, by the definition of P and (3), for any map w: I(x) -> 9TC/,(v>)

(17)

/«„.».X*-/^!«

- K«).v}jjy

= fÍr3?^P"" ~ P'P'U^2dxdy

-l(l(£->p'"-p£p'"h-w")dy),i*Notice that we can choose w satisfying
|(°2 - Wyy)ix, -)\\L2U)< CA||o2(x, -)|U'(/)-
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Thus, by (17), (12) for its one-dimensional version and Corollary 1, we obtain

(18) f(txx,v2)xdy*iCJhr+:
N I r+\

_à±

< chr+1Y\Yh
1=1\a

dau
'dya

Y

1=1\a

=0

N lr+l

<ca-2I

Y\

i=l {«=o

dx

2Pxu(x,-)

3aw
dya

\\V2yix,
H'*\l)

\L2(l)

dx

ru

dx2 XW

=0

N I r+\

<ca'+2£

32

L (l,Xl)

hxxyWOi,!^!)
L2(/,X/)

V2x.»>'llz.2(/jx/)

3a+^M

|£/(/,x/)

+ L*: dxßdya
ß=n

2xx>'llz.2(/;.x/)
L2(i,xn)

A'

< cAr+2 Y (ll«lk+i(.,x/) + a3||«||í/-''(/,x/))||o2xv>,||l2(/x/)
i=i
< Chr+2(\\u\\„~>(R)

+ A3||M||//-(«))||o2;c;tv||¿2(R).

On the third term, we see that

f(t^xx)ydx

= f(u - Pyu, v3xx)ydx+ f(Pyu - PxPyu,v3xx)ydx
= /{<«

- PyU> V3xx)y - (U - PyU, V3xx)y) dx

+ f(u-Pyu,v3xx)ydx.
But, it is shown in [4, Lemma 4.1] that
N

\(u - Pvu, v3xx)v - (u - Pyu, v3xx)y\ < CA2 Y II" - Pyu\\H\rJ\v3xXy\\LHrk
Also, using a similar estimation to that of the preceding term
|(w - Pyu, v3xx)y\ < CA||m - ^"||L2(/)||ü3xx>,||¿2(/).

Thus, by Lemma 1 we have

(19)

/<£>

»3xx)y

dx < Chr 2\\u\\H"\R)\\v3xxy\\LHRy

The last term is estimated by an argument similar to a part of the previous terms and

Lemma 1. That is,
(20)

\U,vAxx)\

= \(u-

Pyu,vAxx)\^

Chr+2\\u\\H,+ HR)\\v4xxy\\L2(R).

Now, note that

(21)

IKxxyWûtR)
< CII°^II¿2(R). 1 < m < 4-

Therefore, from (16), (18), (19), (20) and (21), we have
(22)

kJ<CAr+2(||u||ffr+.w

+ /I3||M||ffr+4W)||V0J|L2w.
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Since vYis estimated in a similar manner, by (13) and (14)
\\vvX}\\L2iR) < Chr+2{\\u\\H-\R)

+ A3||«||ir"<*>).

Thus by (12)
(23)

\\U-

rV\\L2(R)*i Chr+i(\\u\\H'+\R)

+ h3\\u\\H^\R)).

The proof of the theorem now follows from (23), Lemma 2 and the triangle
inequality.
It is easily seen that, from the above process of the proof and Lemma 2, Theorem
1 is extended to the following form.
Corollary

2. Let u and U be solutions to (I) and (2), respectively, for L = A. If

u g Hr+*ip)for

pE4,

there exists a constant C > 0, independent of A, such that for

0 < m ^ r,
w-

ÍEII«- í/||""<p>)< Ch'+x-ml
Y IMI"'+i(p)
+ A6N|/r-(p)
Ipea

/

\pGiS

4.2. For L = A + q.
We define a projection Y g 911by

(24)

/)(«-

Y, o) = 0,

o e 91.

Now, let 7)= 1/ - F and f = w - Y. Then, from (8),
(25)

e(T,,o)-(r,,»704)

= £(f,o)-(7,,»7o4),

v G 91.

One can easily verify that if we take o g 91 satisfying vXXYV
= -tj, then
|£(t,, o) - (r,, qv4) - Z>(ti, o)| < CA2| Vo,/^,.

Hence, if A is sufficiently small, by (14), there exists a constant C > 0, independent
of A, such that

(26)

cl|viy|,,-w«

£(t?,o)-

(tj,»704).

This relation will play an essential role in the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let u and U be solutions to (1) and (2), respectively. If u g Hr+*(R),
then, for A sufficiently small, there exists a constant C > 0, independent ofh, such that
\\u - U\\l2(R) < Chr+x(\\u\\H'+\R)

+ A3||u||//—(«)).

/Vtw/. From (24), we have

(27)

£(£, o) - (n, <704)= «if,

o,» + ^<tf, v2)xdy

+ j(q$,v3)ydx+iu-

U,qv4).

First, by Sobolev's lemma, Corollary 2 and (11)

\((qLvx))\<Ch2Y

Ml'mMl-M

pe«

<CA3£

||f||//2(p,||Vü,X).||L2(p)
peft

< CAr+2(||u||//.-(/?)+ A3||«||jsr**<*>)||Vo^ll^,,).
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Similarly, we have
N

f(q$,v2)xdy < Cf Y k\\S(-,>')|k-(/1,|o2(-,y)||,«(/,,^
J>,= \

<cfYh2U(-,y)UHév2xxi-,y)y(li)dy
< C*r+2(||ii||ir*>(ji)

+ A3||M||/r-(«,)||o2xv),||L2(/;).

The third term is estimated in the same manner.
In order to estimate the last term, let £ = u — U, and we consider the following
boundary value problem.
L$ = qv4

in R,

O= 0

ondR.

Choosing $ g 9l4 appropriately to approximate $ (e.g. piecewise Hermite interpolant), by (2-iv) and elliptic regularity, we have

|(|, qv4)\ = |(|, L(* -*))|<

E |(É,¿(*-*))P|

pea

< C Y l|ilkl(p)*2ll*lk(P)< Ch2U\\L2(R)\\qv4\\HHR)
< Ch2\\£\\L2XR)\\vv4xy\\¡2(Ry

Thus, by (25),(26),(27) and (12)
IHk'iJi) < C{Ar+1(||w||//" <(R)+ h3\\u\\ir+*(R))+ h\\u - U\\l2(R)}.
Therefore, if A is sufficiently small, by Theorem 1 and the triangle inequality we
obtain the desired result.
Remarks. 1. While Theorem 2 is valid for sufficiently small A, Theorem 1 is so for
an arbitrary mesh size.

2. For r > 5, it is possible that the norms on the right-hand side of all inequalities
in the theorems can be weakened up to optimal size.
5. A Numerical Example. We made a numerical experiment with our method for
the following problem.
(28)

Au = -2772sin7rxsin7r>',

« = 0,

(x, y) g R,

(x.y)edR.

The exact solution of the above is w(x, y) = sin wx sin 777. We used piecewise
quadratic polynomials and uniform partitions. Table I shows the results of this
experiment. Each item in Table I reads as follows:

N: Number of partitions of / (A = l/N).
Emesh:Maximum of the errors at all interior mesh points.
I¿rrudd:Maximum of the errors at the middle points of all subrectangles.
Eoth: Maximum of the errors at the points of the form

(x, - 0.75A,y. - 0.75A),1 < i,j < N.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Here, we adopted the maximum value of four different limits as the interior mesh
point error for the discontinuity of the approximate solution. These results will be
sufficient to confirm the cubic rates of convergence.

Table I
Errors for collocation-H~i-Galerkin

method

N

^mesh

emitid

Eoth

3
5
7

0.1211E-1
0.2327E- 2
0.8373E-3

0.1146E-2
0.1575E- 3
0.4181E- 4

0.4716E- 2
0.9639E- 3
0.3501E- 3

Now, in order to compare our method, we also computed numerical solutions by
the collocation-L2-Galerkin method in [3] to (28) using the same degree (r = 2). The
results are illustrated in Table II.

Table II
Errors for collocation-Ü'-Galerkin method
N

"-mesh

3
5
7

0.3286E- 3
0.8165E-4
0.2521E - 4

^midd

^oth

0.5131E - 2
0.6895E-3
0.1816E - 3

0.9266E- 2
0.1979E- 2
0.7154E - 3

From these two tables it is seen that our method is inferior in the mesh points error.
However, it seems to be a rather natural result because our trial functions were
permitted discontinuity across the elements. On the other hand, it is clear that our
method is superior for the error at the middle points. Similar phenomena were also
observed at several other interior points in each subrectangle (see Eoth in these

tables).
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